
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4796 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest9 November 1999HU ISSN 0374 { 0676REDUCED AMPLITUDE OF V959 OPHIUCHIERIC G. HINTZ, MAUREEN L. HINTZ, MICHAEL D. JONER, AND LISA A. JONERBrigham Young University, Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, Provo, Utah, 84602, USAe-mail: doctor@shapley.byu.edu, romana@tardis.byu.edu, master@tardis.byu.eduV959 Ophiuchi (�2000 = 18h11m02:s9, �2000 = +03�10036:008, GSC 00435-00926) was�rst reported as a variable star (S4211 Oph) by G�otz (1957). The star was observed onphotographic plates over a span of 60 d. From the data G�otz classi�ed the star as anRRc variable with a period of 0:d084857, an amplitude of 0:m7 and an average magnitudeof mp = 12:7. G�otz (1957) found that V959 Oph had two distinct amplitudes for themaxima of 0.4 and 0.7 mag. From the description in G�otz (1957) the star may haveshown oscillations similar to those found in stars like SX Phoenicis, or other multiperiodicvariable stars. Since that time, the star has received e�ectively no attention.Because of its high amplitude and possible similarity to SX Phe, we chose to observeV959 Oph in August 1997. These observations were made with the Burrell Schmidt Tele-scope (hereafter BST) at Kitt Peak National Observatory, with the S2KA CCD camerathrough a V �lter modeled after Bessell (1990). Four nights of supplemental data were ob-tained with the David Derrick 1600 Telescope of the Orson Pratt Observatory at BrighamYoung University (hereafter DDT). These data were secured with a Pictor 416 XT CCDmounted at the Newtonian focus of the DDT through the same V �lter mentioned above.The four nights ranged from 31 May until 19 July 1998. The CCD �eld for the DDT isshown in Fig. 1.All frames were reduced using standard IRAF functions. Di�erential magnitudes weredetermined using the eight comparison stars and the methods detailed in Hintz et al.(1997). A mean apparent magnitude of hmV i = 11:4 was determined for V959 Oph fromone night of data on which observations of SA 110 (Landolt 1992) were also secured.This is di�erent from the published photographic magnitude of mp = 12:7, even with areasonable color correction. We were con�dent in our identi�cation of V959 Oph from the�nder in G�otz (1957), but carefully checked all surrounding stars of similar brightness todetermine if the star had been mis-identi�ed. However, no other short period variableswere found in the region. We concluded that we indeed monitored the correct star.Using the Period98 package the �rst term of a Fourier series was �t to all �ve nightsof data. From this we determined a period of 0:d09880 � 0:d0005 and an amplitude of0:0075 � 0:0010. This is clearly di�erent than the period reported by G�otz (1957). Fromthe times of maximum light list in G�otz (1957) we used a linear regression to re-calculatethe period. A period of 0:d093042 � 0:d00001 was found.
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Figure 1. CCD �eld of V959 Oph with comparison stars labeled. The �eld of view is 80 � 120.

Figure 2. Phased light curve of V959 Ophiuchi. The solid line is the �rst term of a Fourier �t.



IBVS 4796 3Table 1: New Times of Maximum Light for V959 OphiuchiHJD Telescope Detector Cycle2400000.0+50665.797 BST S2KA 050964.779 DDT Pictor 416 302750964.880 DDT Pictor 416 302850965.767 DDT Pictor 416 303750985.718 DDT Pictor 416 323951013.773 DDT Pictor 416 3523This period is di�erent than both the G�otz (1957) value and that given by our Fourier�t. Using the period from the Fourier �t all �ve nights of new data were phased, as shownin Figure 2. Matching each night's data to the phased curve six times of maximum lightwere determined. These times are collected in Table 1. From these six times of maximumlight a new ephemeris for V959 Oph was determined as given in Eq. 1.HJDmax = 2450665:7968 + 0:098772(�0:000001) � E: (1)This agrees with the value from the Fourier �t, but is clearly di�erent than the valuefrom the G�otz data. The exact nature of the period change in V959 Oph is unclear dueto the lack of available data. However, there has been a change at some point during thelast 40 years.In addition to the period change there was a substantial decrease in the amplitudeof V959 Oph. A less dramatic example of a similar e�ect was seen in V1162 Orionis byHintz et al. (1998). For comparison with V1162 Ori two pieces of information would beuseful, Str�omgren indices and the rotational velocity. The Str�omgren indices would giveV959 Oph's position with respect to the instability strip. The rotational velocity of V959Oph should be compared to the values for other high amplitude � Scuti stars. Solano &Fernley (1997) found a rotation velocity for V1162 Ori of 46.4 km s�1. This is the highestmeasured rotation rate for any high amplitude � Scuti star. The di�erence in rotationvelocities between high and low amplitude � Scuti stars has been discussed by Breger(1980), Andreasen (1983), and McNamara (1985). Perhaps the disparity in the relativenumber of high and low amplitude � Scuti stars can be traced to the rotational velocity.Perhaps more stars started as high amplitude stars but have become low amplitude stars.We thank the Brigham Young University, Department of Physics and Astronomy fortheir support of research e�orts using the BST. We also wish to thank Case WesternReserve University for the use of the BST. We also acknowledge the assistance of JanetMattei and Ennio Poretti.References:Andreasen, G. K. 1983, A&A, 121, 250Bessell, M. S. 1990, PASP, 102, 1181Breger, M. 1980, ApJ, 235, 153G�otz, W. 1957, Ver�o�. Sternw. Sonneberg, 4, 223
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